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Background

Key Way Curbs are slip formed concrete installed on the
surface of asphalt pavement.

The curb is locked to the pavement

in a keyway about one inch deep by three inches wioe that is
milled into the surface of the pavement.

The concrete curb is

slip formed over the keyway and tied to the asphalt pavement by
the key that is formed.
with fibers,

The concrete curb, which is reinforced

is 10" wide at the bottom and 6" high.

fill behind the curb.

There is no

That means the curb must rely completely

on the strength of the concrete and the .keyway joint for its
strength and support.
In a brochure from Key Way Curb Co. claims are made for
installation of up to 4000' per day, cost savings of 30% to 50%
over conventional curb and gutter, and elimination of the
vertical seam where the asphalt meets the concrete of' a
conventional curb and gutter (Appendix 1 ) .
I n February of 1992 a proposal to study key way curb was
approved but various problems delayed the project.
project NH-FC-STE(CX ) 024-3 (32) was constructed.
1316' of key way curb on

us

In 1993
It included

24 east of 125 in Colorado Springs.

The curb, which was installed by' the Key Way Curb Company of
Colorado Springs is located in the median just east of the
interchange with Circle Dr.
II.

Construction
A.

Milling. the Keyway

After several delays, mostly weather related, Bill Harger of
Key Way Curb Company started milling the keyway on US 24 on
Tuesday, November 16, at about 9:00 AM.

The plans called for

800' of curb with about 350' in the westbound lane and about 45 0'

in the east bound lane, both on the median.
increased to 1316'.
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The total was later

There are no CDOT specs for key way curb. Figure 1 is a
detail fromCDOT plans.

It was taken from a drawing in the

contractor's brochure (see appendix 1).
The first cut with ' the
milling machine did not look
good.

As Figure 2 shows, the

run lJ

keyway was less than
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1/2"deep, aborit 2 - 1/2"
wide, and had a rounded
bottom and sides. The CDOT
engineers were concerned
about both the depth and
shape of the keyway. It did
not match the drawing in the
plans in size or shape, and
with no square sides would
not provide any support for
the concrete key to prevent

Figure 1

the curb being pushed out of
position.
After
looking at the
keyway and
talking to the
contractor,
the Resident
EI?-gineer
decided that
the keyway
would be
acceptable
with a minimum
depth of 3/4".
The contractor
agreed and
2

'.

made additional passes with
.'

the milling machine.
Figure 3 shows the
keyway after two passes.
was

It

3/4" deep only in spots.

. ~ ~_.:~,-J; .- '"

Part of the problem may have

' ;: :. . .

.-- - ... .!,.-

been due to the asphalt being
cold.

R

•

The contractor tried

feeding the machine slower
and putting diesel fuel on
the pavement to soften it,
but still had considerable
difficulty getting the keyway
to proper depth.

In places

where the forward movement

..

stopped with the cutter still

~

'.,

.. ........
~

turning the keyway was deep

,i'~

enough; however, .when the
machine was moving the cutter
rode up over
the surface
rather than
cutting into
it. The deep
spot in Figure
4 is a place
where the
machine·
stopped
moving.
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~

After making several passes with the milling machine the
contractor was still not able to achieve a consistent 3/4 11 depth .
The contractor met with the Resident Engineer and was able to
convince him that the curb would work with a
of 1/2

11

mini~um

keyway depth

so the curb was poured over a keyway that varied from

1/2 11 to 1" deep.
B.

Pouring the CUrb

The machine that formed the concrete curb has a hopper to
receive the concrete from the mixer truck, an auger which pushes
the concrete from the hopper into the form, a small gasoline
engine to drive the auger, and a slipform which rides on the
surface of the pavement and shapes the curb.

By pushing the

concrete through the slipform, the auger pushes the machine
forward.

This method insures a good curb because the' machine

cannot move unless there is sufficient mix in the hopper .for the
auger to be able to completely fill the form.

The reader can see

the slipform at the back of the machine near the wrench lying on
the pavement in Figure 5.

The tube just in front of the slipform

contains the
auger which is
chain driven
by a small
engine hidden
under the
cover in front
of the hopper .
Steering
the slipform
machine was
like guiding a
toy wagon
with a handle
that turned
the front
4

wheels.

There was no provision for an automatic guide .

The

operator followed a line that was laid out from the shoulder
stripe and marked on the pavement.
made u p of chords about 12 '
long.

On the curve the line was
---~

Figure 6 shows the

--

....

smooth curve of the finished
curb.

The straight sections

at the west end of the project
were smooth and straight.
Near the middle of the
curved part of the job in the
eastbound lane, the curb
height increased to 8".

A man
had climbed on the right side
of the machine to pull the.
concrete. mix down the chute
from the mixer truck. His
weight. on the rear of t he
machine made it lean to the
right which raised the left
side·of the slip form off the
surface of t·he pavement. This
made the height of the back of
Fi gure G
the curb increase. The
contractor noticed the problem
and adjusted the machine to compensate for the extra weight. The
only effect this had on the curb was add~d height and a slight
tilt of the top of the curb.
III.

Costs

The tabulation of bids lii3ted the price of type 2 II-M curb
and gutter at $8.50 per linear foot from Lawrence Construction.
For the Keyway curb Lawrence Construction bid $18.00 for the

An additional 504 feet cost $5.28 per foot .
A possible reason for the high bid price is the fact that

·original 812 feet.
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the general 'contractor had no experience with the keyway curb and
felt that it was necessary to price it high to cover possible
problems. At $18.00 per foot keyway curb would not be cost
effective for the CDOT.
A direct comparison of $8.50 per foot for type 2 II-M curb
and gutter to $5.28 per foot for Keyway curb is misleading.

To

match the type 2 II-M curb and gutter on this job with a keyway
curb requires widening the asphalt surface by 36 " to get the same
surface width and allow for the placement of the keyway curb.
Assuming a thickness of 6" for the asphalt, the extra asphalt
costs $2.75 1 per linear foot of curb. Adding the cost of the
extra asphalt to the cost of tlJ.e keyway curb gives a cost of
$8.03 per linear foot.

At the prices bid the Key Way Curb saves

the CDOT $.47 per linear foot - $618.52 for 1316' of curb.

By

replacing the 4765 feet of type 2 II-M curb and gutter on-the job
with Key Way Curb the CDOT could have saved an additional
$2239.55 assuming the Key Way Curb performs as stated.

However,

if the asphalt is thicker than six inches or the cost of asphalt
goes up the cost of using Key Way Curb gets higher.

IV.

Questions

There are questions to be answered during the evaluat'ion
over the next three years:
1.

Will the curb break and/or be pushed out of position by

snow plows and being hit by traffic?
2.

During the winter will water get under the curb and

freeze causing it to lift out of the keyway? (Melting snow in the
median will drain against the back of the keyway curb along its
entire length.)
3.

Will the shape of the keyway have an effect on the

durability of the curb?
Questions number 1 and number 2 will 'be answered by
observing the curb for a period of three years; number 3 will
only be answerable if the curb breaks and the shape of the keyway
in the area of the break can be evaluated.
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v.

Endnotes

This cost for asphalt was figured by: 1 . assuming asphalt is
two tons per cubic yard.

2.

using the contractor's bid prices

of $21.90/ton and $30.40/ton for HBP GR

e

and GR

ex

respectively

3. using a ratio of 2:1 for the quantities of HBP GR e and GR ex
since the Tabulation of bids shows that ratio for total
quantities.

4.

assuming that the asphalt to replace the pan

part of a type 2 II-M curb and gutter would be 6 " thi'ck a nd 36 "
wide or 1.5 cubic feet.
($21 . 90 x 2 + $3 0 .4 0) /3 x 2 =

$49.47/cu . yd. = $1.83/cu . ft.

cost of asphalt
(36 " x 6" x 12")/1728 = 1.5 cu. ft. of asphalt to replace the
bottom part of the curb and gutter .
1 . 5 cu. ft. @ $1.83/cu ft = $2.75/linear ft of asphalt
$2.75 for asphalt + $5.28 for Keyway curb = $8.03 cost per
foot t o replace type 2 II -M curb and gutter with Keyway curb.
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APPENDIX 1

ADVANTAGES OF

KEYWAYCURB

BlLLHARGER

DOT Approved

(719) 531-7999

COMPANY
Over
Conventional types
of curbs.
1. Quick installation of up
to 4,000 feet per day.
2. Saves 30 - 50 Olb when
compared to curb and gutter
or vertical curb installation
cost.

K
E
Y

l!dieo1
ArDhal1

Other Molds are Available

"·CURB
·COMPA
2110 Vickers Dr.
Colorado Springs. CO 80918

3.
Eliminates vertical
between
asphalt
seams
paving and the concrete of
other curb types. (Very
important
from
an
engineering standpoint).
4.
Solves
scheduling
problems between paving
and concrete companies. Key
Way Curb is installed after
paving is 'completed - giving
the completed job a fresh
new look.

Automatic
3
year
5.
warranty on a Key Way
Curb. (Unheard of in the
industry!)

6.

Conserves
resources.

natural

The key way is cut into ' the
pre-existing or freshly paved
parking lot and/or street with
a custom milling machine as
shown above

This
type
of
curb
has
been
construction
approved by both the State of
Colorado and the State of
Florida
Departments
of
Transportation.
Engineering and test reports available
upon request.
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